
RESTORATION ADVISORY BOARD MEETING 
WEAPONS INDUSTRIAL RESERVE PLANT CALVERTON 

CALVERTON COMMUNITY CENTER 
CALVERTON, NEW YORK 

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 2,2006 

The twenty-second meeting of the RAB began at approximately 7:00 pm. Meeting 
attendees included representatives from the Navy (Susan Clarke), New York State 
Department of Environmental Conservation (Henry Wilkie), Restoration Advisory Board 
(RAB) community members (Sid Bail, Louis Cork, Bill Gunther, John Hall, Harry 
Histand, and Vincent Racaniello), Town of Riverhead (Andrea Lohneiss), Peconic River 
Group (Bob Conklin), and the TAPP Consultant (Frank Anastasi). 

WELCOME AND AGENDA REVIEW 

The Navy representative, Susan Clarke, Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
(NAVFAC) Mid-Atlantic, welcomed everyone to the RAB meeting and reviewed the 
meeting agenda. The agenda for the meeting is included as Attachment 1. 

COMMUNITY UPDATE AND REVIEW AND APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES 

Mr. Gunther, RAB Community Co-chair, asked the other community members present 
whether they had any input or concerns since the last RAB meeting. There were no 
concerns at that time. 

The August 2006 RAB minutes were distributed on October 4, 2006. Mr. Gunther 
indicated that he provided a few editorial comments to Ms. Clarke Susan; however, 
overall he was pleased with level of detail and accuracy of the August minutes. The 
RAB members indicated they had no further comments on the minutes and the minutes 
were approved. 

'SITE 7 FUEL DEPOT AREA REMEDIAL SYSTEM OPERATIONS 

Mr. Stavros Patselas from TtEC provided an update on the Site 7 Fuel Depot 
Groundwater Remediation Project (Attachment 2). Mr. Patselas provided an overview 
of the project, system monitoring and operational information, groundwater and vapor 
results, operation and maintenance information, and an update on the status of the 
project. 

The presentation was similar to the April and August 2006 presentations with the 
following updated items: 

Graphs showing groundwater analytical results [total volatile organic compounds 
(VOCs)] for each Soil Vapor Extraction Well and Monitoring Well location and 
recovered vapor concentrations were updated to include data collected in August 
(for groundwater) and in July through November (for soil vapor). The Navy 
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performed a sampling event this week (week of October 30, 2006) and the 
information will be included in the 2006 operations report. 

• Overall, system performance is as anticipated based on the pilot study results 
and design goals. 

• TtEC began operation training to other personnel (ECOR Solutions, see below) 
and they will operate the system in November prior to shut down of the system 
for the winter. 

• TtEC will prepare the 2006 operations report, which will include presentation of 
the data. 

• TtEC will demolish the former fuel depot building.  Depending on the schedule for 
shut down of the system, TtEC is expecting to conduct the demolition the week of 
December 11. 

 
In answer to Mr. Anastasi’s question regarding whether the Navy has estimated how 
much VOCs have been removed since the start of the system, Mr. Patselas indicated 
that the amount will be provided in the 2006 operations report.  However, the Navy 
anticipates that the amount removed should be greater than the amount removed during 
the 3-month pilot study (when an estimated 200 pounds of VOCs were removed).  Mr. 
Patselas noted that the operations report will also provide recommendations for future 
operation based on the results of the 2006 operation; the report should be available in 
January 2007.  
 
In answer to Mr. Racaniello’s questions whether a monitoring well that shows high 
concentrations on the monitoring well graph of concentration versus time  was in the 
center of the treatment area and whether the system was being shut down for the winter 
because of concerns for freezing, Mr. Patselas replied that MW10A was believed in the 
middle of the treatment area in the vicinity of the former underground storage tanks and 
that the treatment system was not designed to run during the winter.  Without 
installation of a heat system or heat trace of piping, the system would freeze during the 
winter. 
 
ECOR Solutions was introduced as the new contractor that is to be primary system 
operator.  ECOR has been doing work for the Navy for the past 10 years.  The 
personnel from ECOR Solutions who are taking over operation of the system were 
introduced.  Al Taormina is the Facility Manager and he works out of the Bethpage 
office.  Bob Ingram is the Site Operator and he lives near Calverton.  Patrick Schauble 
is the Project Manager and Matt Lapp is the Project Engineer and both work out of West 
Chester, PA. 
 
The Navy is in process of performing a final review of the Operations and Maintenance 
manual for the full scale system.  Upon receipt of any remaining Navy comments, TtEC 
will proceed to finalize and submit the final version of the O&M manual. 
 
SITES 6A AND 10B AND ONSITE SOUTHERN AREA CMS REPORT 
 
Mr. Dave Brayack of Tetra Tech NUS, Inc (TtNUS) provided a presentation on the Sites 
6A and 10B and Onsite Southern Area Corrective Measures Studies (CMS).  The 
presentation is included as Attachment 3.  The Offsite Southern Area was discussed 
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after Mr. Anastasi’s presentation regarding his review of the CMS for Sites 6A and 10B 
and Onsite Southern Area.   
 
Mr. Brayack provided an overview of onsite contamination, the proposed onsite remedy, 
and the next steps for the onsite area.  As discussed during the August 2006 RAB, 
onsite contamination has been sufficiently defined to proceed with selection of a 
remedy.  The proposed remedy includes excavation of petroleum and PCB-
contaminated soil in the source areas and long-term groundwater monitoring until 
residual contaminants naturally attenuate.  Because of concerns that the source area 
actions may cause some mobilization of contaminants, the remedy also includes the 
contingency to implement in-situ biological treatment if migration of contaminants 
becomes a problem after remediation of the source areas.  The specific compliance 
points and groundwater contaminant concentrations that would trigger implementation 
of the contingency action will be provided in the Statement of Basis for Remedy 
Selection. 
 
SCA ASSOCIATES SUMMARY CMS REVIEW 
 
Mr. Frank Anastasi of SCA Associates provided a presentation on his review of the 
Sites 6A and 10B and Onsite Southern Area Corrective Measures Studies (CMS).  Mr. 
Anastasi is the TAPP consultant. The presentation is included as Attachment 4.   
 
Mr. Anastasi was tasked to review the CMS for Sites 6A and 10B and Onsite Southern 
Area.  Mr. Anastasi’s presentation summarized the environmental problems, exposure 
and risk factors, and proposed solution provided in the CMS.  The presentation also 
provided an overview of his comments and recommendations to the Navy. 
 
Mr. Anastasi indicated that the CMS was adequate and that the proposed alternative 
was appropriate for the onsite contamination.  A contingency plan for addressing 
residual contamination if warranted based on post-remedial site conditions was an 
appropriate addition to the remedy.  He also indicated that the institutional controls as 
part of the remedy must be enforced/complied with by land owners, government 
agencies, regulators, and Navy to be effective.  Mr. Anastasi recommended that a clear 
and implementable process for maintaining controls and restrictions be prepared to 
assure the community that the controls and restrictions are being enforced.  The 
controls and restrictions need to be readily identifiable.  He also recommended that the 
Navy pursue investigation and monitoring for the down gradient (offsite) portion of the 
groundwater contaminant plume.  Mr. Brayack indicated that the Navy collected 
samples and he will discuss the sample collection as part of his offsite presentation. 
 
The RAB indicated that there were no outstanding comments or questions on the onsite 
portion of the CMS.  Mr. Brayack indicated that the Navy will finalize the CMS and 
proceed with a Statement of Basis for Remedy Selection.  Henry Wilkie indicated that 
NYSDEC will send a letter that indicates NYSDEC agreement to proceed with the onsite 
portion of the remedy.  The Navy would like to have the public comment period on the 
Statement of Basis around the next RAB so that the RAB can be used as the public 
meeting for the selection of the remedy. 
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There was discussion regarding the groundwater well that is present on the Peconic 
River Sportsman’s Club property.  The Sportsman’s Club installed an 8-inch well 
recently.  Mr. Hall explained that the Sportsman’s Club had a permit from NYSDEC to 
install the well and the Department of Health, NYSDEC, and Fire Marshall oversaw the 
installation of the well.  The well was designed to pump at a very high rate for use by the 
fire department for fighting brush fires in the area.  Mr. Hall indicated that the well has 
not been used yet.   
 
A concern was raised that the well may be installed near or within the contaminated 
groundwater plume.  The permitting and installation of the well occurred before the 
Navy investigation identified contamination in this area and that another NYSDEC 
program not involved in the NWIRP Calverton remedial work was responsible for the 
permitting of the well.  Because investigation of the area is still being conducted, land 
use restrictions are not documented for this offsite area.  The well has not been 
sampled as far as Mr. Hall knows and Mr. Hall did not have sufficient information at 
hand regarding the well construction and pumping rate.  The Navy, Town of Riverhead, 
and NYSDEC will work on obtaining the necessary information on the well and then the 
Navy can make arrangements for collecting a groundwater sample from the well.  The 
Navy will provide an update on information on the well at the next RAB meeting. 
 
SOUTHERN AREA PECONIC RIVER CMS REPORT 
 
Mr. Dave Brayack of Tetra Tech NUS, Inc (TtNUS) provided a presentation on the 
Southern Area (Offsite) Peconic River Groundwater Plume.  The presentation is 
included in Attachment 3 (after the onsite presentation).  Mr. Brayack provided an 
overview of the offsite groundwater contamination and discussed the recent sampling 
conducted to determine the outermost extent of the contaminated plume and potential 
impacts to the river. 
 
As discussed at the August 2006 RAB, the main concern for the offsite portion of the 
plume is that VOC concentrations are greater than drinking water standards.  Except for 
the downgradient edge of the plume (between Connecticut Avenue and the Peconic 
River), the extent of the groundwater plume is adequately defined.  Based on figures in 
the RFI, the plume shape is very consistent with the flow direction of groundwater.  The 
downgradient edge of the Southern Area plume is not defined and it is not known 
whether groundwater contamination has reached the river yet.  Because access to the 
area between the known groundwater contamination and the river is very difficult 
(because of the presence of wetlands and trees/brush along the river), until recently, the 
Navy has not been able to install monitoring wells in this area. 
 
Ecological Screening Criteria 
 
Based on the discussion at the August 2006 RAB, NYSDEC provided the Navy with 
state surface water quality criteria/guidance values.  Mr. Brayack explained the 
presentation slide that shows the criteria with hand-marked maximum groundwater 
concentrations detected in the offsite plume.  The maximum groundwater 
concentrations were less than the water quality standards/guidance values.  The 
surface water standards/guidance values for VOCs tend to be greater than drinking 
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water standards for VOCs because VOCs do not bioaccumulate and at low 
concentrations are generally not toxic to aquatic organisms.  Also, the NYSDEC 
standards/guidance values are levels that are protective of river water quality.  
Previously the Navy screened the groundwater data against screening levels that were 
based on the Oakridge National Laboratory (ORNL) values for potential impact to 
benthic organisms (organisms that live in and on the river bottom).  Mr. Brayack noted 
that the ORNL values are generally less than the NYSDEC standards/guidance values. 
 
Mr. Gunther asked whether NYSDEC talked with US Fish and Wildlife to get their 
evaluation of the site, potential concerns to the river, and what are appropriate criteria to 
apply.  Mr. Wilkie has talked with people at US Fish and Wildlife and they are still 
reviewing the site information.   
 
Mr. Anastasi indicated that he would try to find out whether clean up values used as part 
of a Peconic River Clean Up project may be applicable to the offsite plume.  Mr. 
Brayack requested if anyone knew of alternative screening values to provide them to 
the Navy as soon as possible. 
 
Additional Data Collection for the Offsite Southern Area Plume 
 
Mr. Brayack indicated that two new wells were installed between the area of know 
groundwater contamination and the Peconic River.  The locations were accessed by 
canoe.  The new wells, surface water, and sediment samples were collected in October 
2006 and the Navy was waiting for the laboratory results.  The sampling results will 
provide an initial understanding of the down gradient edge of the plume; however, 
additional sampling may be needed to define the extent.  The Navy will evaluate the 
results of the October 2006 sampling and determine whether additional sampling is 
needed to make remedial decisions for the offsite plume. 
 
Mr. Brayack presented pictures of the river and how the sampling areas were accessed 
by canoe.  For the new wells, the Navy hand installed the wells using a pile driver.  They 
tried to make sure that the well screens were below the mucky layer and within the 
underlying sand layer.  The wells had slotted screens; however, pre-packed well 
screens were not used.  The wells were hand developed and purged before sampling.  
Initially during purging, the water had a typical wetland’s mucky smell; however, after 
about an hour of purging, the water was fairly clear with little smell.  Mr. Brayack noted 
that the groundwater samples were still a little turbid, but he believes that representative 
samples of water in the sand layer were obtained.   
 
The Navy expects a report of the results of the sampling will be available in one to two 
months and then the Navy will present the results at the next meeting. 
 
STATUS OF SITES 1, 9, 10A & AGRICULTURAL OUTLEASE RCRA PERMIT 
MODIFICATION AND PROPERTY TRANSFER  
 
Ms. Clarke provided an update on the Navy’s request to NYSDEC for a modification to 
the Part 373 RCRA Permit for Sites 1, 9, 10A, and Agricultural Outlease.  Sites 1 and 9 
are part of Parcel D which is approximately 145 acres, Site 10A is about 1 acre, and the 
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Agricultural Outlease is another 5 acres that runs along Grumman Road on the 
southeastern boundary of the facility.  Site transfer is underway.   
 
As discussed at the August 2006 RAB meeting, the Navy needed to address the 
erosion problem at Site 1 before completing the property transfer.  Since August, TtEC 
has begun work to address the erosion problem and expects to complete the work 
shortly.  Once the work is complete the Navy will continue with the property transfer.  
Ms. Clarke indicated that the Agricultural Outlease has already been transferred to 
NYSDEC.  It was noted that for Site 10A, there is a concrete slab in a portion of the site 
where hydraulic oil is trapped under the slab that would be difficult to remove.  The 
permit modification and property transfer include a deed restriction for this portion of the 
site. 
 
Ms. Clarke explained that the Finding of Suitability to Transfer (FOST) is ready for 
signature and after the FOST and RCRA Permit Modification are signed, then the Navy 
will need one additional letter from NYSDEC to remove these sites from the State 
CERCLA list.  Then the property transfer to the Town of Riverhead will be complete. 
 
At the RAB meeting, Christopher Kent from the Town of Riverhead indicated that the 
Town of Riverhead has two comments on the FOST and provided these comments to 
Ms. Clarke.  Mr. Kent indicated that there is language in the FOST that the Town of 
Riverhead is concerned is not in any public laws, and he noted that the language was 
not in the previous FOST for property at NWIRP Calverton.  Ms. Clarke will provide the 
comments to the Navy lawyers and then will provide a reply to the comments. 
 
BUDGET AND SCHEDULE 
 
Ms. Clarke provided an update on the budget and schedule for NWIRP Calverton.  A 
handout was provided showing FY06 budgets and awards and also planned work for 
FY07.  The handout is included as Attachment 5. 
 
Of the FY06 items, the RCRA Administrative Record Documentation is the only item 
that has been completed; the other items are being conducted.  The electronic 
Administrative Record is available on a set of compact discs; one set was provided to 
Mr. Gunther and one set was provided to the Reference Desk in the Riverhead Free 
Library.  It was explained that the costs for the supplemental Southern Area 
investigation includes other activities not listed under that project; the entire amount was 
not used only on the investigation. 
 
Planned work for FY07 includes work for Sites 1, 2, 7, and 6A/10B.  Ms. Clarke noted 
that the FY07 O&M for Site 7 is for October 2006 to September 2007 and the Navy 
expects to award FY08 O&M in March 2007.  The remediation work for Sites 6A/10B 
and onsite plume is budgeted for FY08; however, the Navy will try to have this work as 
a swing project so that if money is available in FY07 then it can be funded earlier.  Mr. 
Anastasi asked whether the prioritizing that was discussed at an earlier RAB affected 
funding.  It was explained that the site priority did not affect funding.  The remedy for 
Sites 6A/10B will probably not be ready to start until October 2007 at the earliest, which 
is the start of FY08. 
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CLOSING REMARKS 
 
Ms. Clarke thanked everyone for coming to the meeting.  The Navy would like to have 
the next RAB meeting at the end of March instead of the first week of April 2007.  The 
Navy would like to have the RAB meeting during the public comment period on Sites 
6A/10B and onsite Southern Area.  A notification for the next meeting will be provided.  
No other RAB members had closing remarks and the meeting was adjourned at 
approximately 9:15 p.m. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 
AGENDA 

 



 
 

Agenda 
 
 

Restoration Advisory Board 
Naval Weapons Industrial Reserve Plant Calverton 

 
November 2, 2006 

Calverton Community Center, Calverton NY 
7:00 p.m. 

 
Welcome and Agenda Review

Susan Clarke, NAVFAC Mid-Atlantic 
 

Distribution of Minutes
All Members 

 
Community Update 

Bill Gunther, RAB Co-chair 
 

Technical Progress 
 

General Program - Susan Clarke, NAVFAC Mid-Atlantic 
 

Site 7 Fuel Depot Area Operation - Stavros Patselas, Tetra Tech EC 
 

Site 6A/10B Onsite Southern Area CMS Report - Dave Brayack, Tetra Tech NUS 
 

Southern Area Peconic River - Dave Brayack, Tetra Tech NUS 
 

Status of Sites 1, 9, 10A & Agricultural Outlease RCRA Permit  
Modification and Property Transfer – Susan Clarke 

 
 

Closing Remarks
Susan Clarke 

 
 
 

Presenters will be available after the program for questions. 
 

 



 
 

ATTACHMENT 2 
SITE 7 FUEL DEPOT GROUNDWATER REMEDIATION PROJECT 

 





















 
ATTACHMENT 3 

SITES 6A AND 10B, AND ONSITE SOUTHERN AREA CORRECTIVE MEASURES 
STUDY AND OFFSITE SOUTHERN AREA GROUNDWATER UPDATE 

 



Sites 6A and 10B and Onsite 
Southern Area Corrective Measures 

Studies

NWIRP Calverton
November 2, 2006 

Restoration Advisory Board (RAB) Meeting





Sites 6A and 10B

• Site 6A – Fuel Calibration Area.
• Site 10B – Engine Test House.
• Onsite Southern Area Groundwater is associated with 

Sites 6A and 10B. 
• Both sites have petroleum-contaminated soils.
• Free product is possible.
• Site 6A has PCB-contaminated soils in one area.
• Groundwater contamination is currently very limited, 

mainly fuels.
• Site 6A groundwater historically had chlorinated 

solvents.
• Groundwater contamination is non-continuous.





Onsite Southern Area Groundwater

• Chlorinated solvents and fuels in groundwater.
• Concentrations are low and sporadic.  
• Most recent data found only very low detections.  
• Existing monitoring well network not sufficient to 

eliminate groundwater as a media of concern.  
• Source area actions may cause some mobilization of 

contaminants.







Sites 6A/10B and Onsite 
Southern Area Proposed Remedy

• Excavate petroleum- and PCB-contaminated soils.
• Monitor groundwater – long term (10 plus years).   Allow 

residual contaminants to naturally attenuate.   
• Implement in-situ biological treatment if migration 

becomes a problem.



Site 6A/10B and Onsite 
Groundwater - Next Steps

• Outstanding Questions/Comments?
• Finalize CMS.
• Proceed with a Statement of Basis for Remedy 

Selection.



Off site Southern Area Groundwater
• Chlorinated solvents in groundwater.  
• Primary contaminants and maximum concentrations are: 

- 1,1,1-trichloroethane (24 ug/l), 
- 1,1-dichloroethane (292 ug/l), 

- 1,1-dichloroethene (21.7 ug/l).
• Plume is not continuous, maximum depth is 

approximately 80 to 100 feet.
• Primary concern would be if groundwater was used as a 

potable water source for extended periods of time.
• Flow is into the Peconic River.    







Off site Southern Area Groundwater

• From groundwater to surface water, contaminants will 
attenuate through biological degradation, stream dilution, 
and volatilization.  

• Wetlands, like those present at the River, are good for 
biological degradation of contaminants.  

• Chlorinated solvents do not bioaccumulate and at low 
concentrations are generally not toxic to aquatic 
organisms

• Maximum groundwater concentrations are less than 
NYS surface water quality criteria/guidance value.  





Off site Southern Area Groundwater

• If there is no attenuation, alternative screening values 
(ORNL) indicate potential for some localized impact to 
some ecological receptors in sediments.  



Off site Southern Area 
Groundwater – Next Steps

• Conducted groundwater, surface water, and sediment 
sampling near river in October 2006.  

• Results are expected soon.

















 
ATTACHMENT 4 

REVIEW OF SITE 6A AND 10B, AND ONSITE SOUTHERN AREA 
 CORRECTIVE MEASURES STUDY 

 

























 
ATTACHMENT 5 

NWIRP CALVERTON BUDGET UPDATE 
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